
VISIT TO ORPHANAGE BY TE MECHANICAL DEPARTMENT

On 21st September 2013 students of third year mechanical department visit 
to orphanage “Adharthirtha Aadhar Ashram” Trimbak road, Nashik. The visit was 
organized as an initiative towards social development and awareness. This Ashram 
is privately owned and this was established by Mr. Trambakrao Shivajirao 
Gaikwad  who is graduate engineer and was formerly personal assistant of minister 
Manohar Joshi  and is now working as the whole and sole of this organization from 
last couple of years . Mr. Gaikwad took this initiative step of establishing when he 
saw the condition of poor farmers during his visit to drought prone areas like 
Vidharbha region. He established this Asharm for the wards of farmers who 
unfortunately committed suicide leaving their families back. Many honorable 
dignitaries including Raj Thakare(M.N.S chairman),Madhuri Dixit (famous 
bollywood actress),Nana Patekar(famous actor),Babanrao Pachpute(adivasi 
development minister)and others.

The students of Third year mechanical department contributed 50 Rs. each 
and donated a “science experiment box” which consisted apparatus for conducting 
experiments from 5th standard to 8th standard .also students as a part of contribution 
distributed biscuit packets and chocolates to all the children.

The children staying in the Ashram are those unfortunate children whose 
parents are no more in this world. It is being said that “when we grow our parents 
bring the whole world for our happiness” but for this children “they have to find 
the lamp of their happiness in this dark world” at this age. Here in this ashram 
there are 8 ladies who have lost their husbands facing struggle against the drought 
condition and increasing poverty. These women stay there itself and take care of all 
this children. According to survey info there are 152 children staying currently out 
of which there are students who are completing their S.S.C boards and 1 student is 
taking undergraduate degree of I.T.I Nashik. Third year students took great interest 
and collected used materials from their homes and donated in the Ashram. Shoes, 
clothes, notebooks and etc; was all donated. 

“A single lamp of education can destroy the darkness of illiteracy” in the 
same manner Adhartirtha Adhar Ashram is enlighting lives of 152 children by 
providing them basic education upto std10th. Also at the same time the women who 
had no reason to live, the ashram had sown a seed of living the life and make it 
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fruitful by helping these children and the trust of this ashram to develop this 
children.

Because ultimately children are the only back bone of developing nation.In 
this ashram there are in total 11 teachers who have devoted their lives for the 
helping this infants , helping them to live life, helping them to stand on their own 
feet to face and sustain the burden of this rich and unaffordable society.

This year government of India declared that 25000 children died due to 
malnutrition and there may be many more; with this scenario it is awakening call 
for all of us who have everything but still crying for some or the other thing that 
helping hands are required to help those needy who strive to be happy and find 
their happiness in the others happiness. “Droplets form the ocean” similarly 
students of third year mechanical have put forward a step for social awareness.

This activity was firmly supported by all the faculty members of mechanical 
department SITRC and was leaded by  Prof. Anil S. Maheshwari (Dean Academic), 
Prof . Anil S. Dube (Associate Prof. Mechanical Dept),  Prof. Dinesh R. Satpute 
(Assistant Prof. ), Prof. Shivajirao D. Nandre(Assistant Prof. Mechanical Dept.) .

    

-   Aditya Talele

(T. E MECHANICAL)
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Pic 1-Banner at entrance of  Adhartirth adhar ashram. 

Pic-2 Entrance of Ashram.
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Pic-3&4  children of ashram having their afternoon meal.
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Pic-5 the teacher of ashram school giving instruction to students regarding ashram.

Pic-6 photos of all the dignitaries who visited ashram.
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Pic-7&8  children cleaning their plates after the meal.
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Pic-9 all the students of  TE and ashram assembled together .
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Pic-10 children praying and well wishing to college students.
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Pic-11&12  students distributing chocolates and biscuit packets.

Pic -12 &13Prof Maheshwari handing over the science experiment box to the 
teacher 
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Pic-14 Prof .Satpute handing over the blackboard to children.
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Pic-15 All students who had been at Ashram along with faculty members.

      -Aditya Talele

   (TE Mechanical)


